The BD® Knowledge Portal for Infusion Technologies was developed to help hospitals improve clinical practice and patient care through an intuitive, web-based infusion data tool. Results gathered through third-party surveys and case studies illustrate the positive impact that the BD® Knowledge Portal for Infusion Technologies has on optimizing use of the BD Alaris™ system as realized by its customers.

**95% of surveyed customers** found it valuable.

**88% of surveyed customers** found it helped their BD Alaris™ Guardrails™ Suite MX compliance.

**85% of surveyed customers** reduced their nuisance alarms by using its alarm data.

Since implementing the BD® Knowledge Portal for Infusion Technologies:

Orange Regional Medical Center has achieved a **35% increase** in BD Alaris™ Guardrails™ Suite MX compliance.

McLone Children’s Medical Center has maintained BD Alaris™ Guardrails™ Suite MX infusion above **96%** for longer than 1 year.

**78% of surveyed customers** have found that BD clinical infusion data consultants have helped them evaluate patient safety practices, monitor adherence to facility guidelines and/or support compliance efforts.

“Suggestions from our clinical infusion data consultant helped us focus on the key areas leading to improvements in both BD Alaris™ Guardrails™ Suite MX usage and override reduction.”

- Director of Pharmacy
  - Large health system

“The BD® Knowledge Portal for Infusion Technologies has greatly increased our BD Alaris™ Guardrails™ Suite MX compliance and helped improve communication between nursing and pharmacy regarding best practices as well as drug library setup.”

- Katie O’Donnell
  - Pharmacist, HCA Healthcare
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